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LAS VEGAS: In this January 4, 2015, file photo, the DJI Inspire 1 quadcopter is displayed during a press event at the Mandalay Bay Convention
Center for the 2015 International CES in Las Vegas, Nevada. The annual tech extravaganza with more than 3,600 exhibitors set to formally start
on January 6 in Las Vegas. — AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: From drones, cars and robots
to jewelry, appliances and TVs, the new technol-
ogy on display at the 2016 Consumer Electronics
Show promises to be smarter and friendlier than
ever.

The annual tech extravaganza with more
than 3,600 exhibitors set to formally start on
Wednesday in Las Vegas is likely to see innova-
tion across a range of sectors, from health care
to autos, connected homes, virtual reality and
gaming.

“There are always a couple of winners at CES,
and sometimes there are the sleepers that turn
out to be the cool thing,” Gartner analyst Brian
Blau told AFP.

But Blau said the innovations are “often evo-
lutionary, not revolutionary.” Televisions will play
starring roles at the show as usual, with giants
such as Samsung, Sony, LG and Vizio among
contenders in a market rapidly shifting to ultra-
high definition.

“We are in the sweetest of the sweet spot in
the TV market,” NPD analyst Stephen Baker told
AFP while discussing CES.

“Sales of 4K TVs are exploding right now,” he
said, referring to the popular new high-defini-
tion format.

Drones are also expected to make a splash at
CES, where an Unmanned Systems Marketplace
has doubled in size from a year earlier to cover
25,000 square feet (2,300 square meters).

Blau expects the drones on display at the
show to be more sophisticated, with easy con-
trols and even applications that let them be
operated using smartphones.

“If you want to make it popular with con-
sumers you have to make it relatively easy to use
and foolproof,” he said. “And that is what a lot of
drone manufacturers have been doing.”

APPLE PRESENCE FELT 
Electronics makers are also using building

smart technology into all manner of devices,
allowing them to adapt to how people use
them, responding to voice or gesture, for exam-
ple.

“A lot more of your devices are going to run
with less direction from you but a greater sense
of how to help you out,” Blau said.

The trend of once-dumb devices getting
smarter will continue to include light bulbs,
remote controls, thermostats and other devices
in the home as well as “wearables” such as jewel-
ry or clothing.

“We are going to see a lot of wearables, and
more smart clothes than last year,” Blau said.

Apple does not officially attend CES, but
smart household products tuned to the technol-

ogy giant’s HomeKit and controlled by iPhones
were expected to be plentiful.

Samsung and Google-owned Nest were also
expected to make moves to be at the center of
smart homes, where the market is vexed by the
lack of a single standard or system for devices to
speak with each other.

SPOTLIGHT ON CARS 
Cars rolled out at CES may also showcase the

potential for digital technologies enhancing
consumer goods, according to NPD analyst
Baker.

Mark Boyadjis of IHS Automotive referred to
cars as a “core pillar” of the show.

Innovation in cars is changing the way peo-
ple interact with vehicles, as technology handles
more and more  aspects of driving.

“In the long run, it means maybe delivering
cars without steering wheels, or steering wheels
that can be moved or put away,” Boyadjis said.

“It means physical buttons may all but be
gone, being replaced by display, gesture recog-
nition, speech recognition.”

A record 10 automakers will be showing at
CES along with at least 115 automotive tech
companies, according to the Consumer
Technology Association, which organizes the
show.

VIRTUAL REALITY SPREADS 
CES will also boast a big section devoted to

virtual reality, as product makers jump into the
trend ahead of the expected releases in 2016 of
headsets from Oculus, Sony, and Valve.

It remained to be seen whether new con-
tenders would step up to challenge “the big
three” in VR, but CES goers would likely see uses
of the technology extended beyond gaming,
according to Blau.

CES will, of course, have its share of colorful
creations including a Haier moving refrigerator
designed to resemble the beloved R2-D2 of
blockbuster “Star Wars” film fame.

“As for what sells, we won’t know that until
later this year,” Baker said of the sea of offerings
set to go on display.

The premier consumer electronics show set a
record last year with more than 176,000 people
attending.

At this year ’s CES, officially open from
January 6-9, organizers aim to cap attendance at
that level with security ramped up in the wake
of last month’s attacks in California. 

“While we know of no credible threat against
CES, we remain vigilant,” said Gary Shapiro, pres-
ident of CTA, formerly the Consumer Electronics
Association. — AFP
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SEOUL: Nor th Korean leader Kim
Jong-Un has opened a science and
technology complex in Pyongyang,
the North’s state media said Saturday,
adding another ostentatious building
to the impoverished country’s show-
case capital.

His attendance at the ceremony on
Friday marked his first public appear-
ance since his New Year address, when
he vowed to raise living standards in

the struggling one-party Stalinist state.
Inspecting the complex, he said it

was “a great centre” open to everybody
for study and “for disseminating [the]
latest science and technology in which
the party’s plan has been materialised”,
Pyongyang’s KCNA news agency
reported.

He said the completion of the com-
plex was testimony to the great impor-
tance the Worker ’s Party of Korea

attaches to the development of science
and technology. 

“It is the party’s firm determination
to ... advance the establishment of a
rich and powerful fatherland through
the locomotive of science and technol-
ogy”, Kim said in his New Year speech.

The complex is located on a “propi-
tious site” near the Taedong River in the
capital, Prime Minister Pak Pong-Ju said
during a speech at its opening ceremo-

ny. Pyongyang’s Korean Central TV
broadcast footage of Kim cutting the
ribbon to the gleaming structure amid
rapturous applause from thousands of
participants gathered in front of the
building, as balloons floated into the air
and a band struck up a tune, “Happy
Tomorrow”. 

He was filmed touring the building,
which a T V commentator said was
modelled on the structure of a nucle-

us. A mock-up model of the North’s
Unha rocket that put a satellite into
orbit in 2012 was on display in the
complex.

Pyongyang has a myriad of monu-
ments and pompous edifices of dubi-
ous purpose spawned by the person-
ality cult of the ruling Kim dynasty, for
which money and resources have
been syphoned from its threadbare
economy. — AFP
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LAS VEGAS: Attendees arrive for the first official day of the 2015 Consumer
Electronics Show, in this January 6, 2015 file photo in Las Vegas, Nevada. — AFP

NEW YORK: AT&T will no longer offer dis-
counted phones with two-year contracts
starting Jan 8. Before you rush out to beat the
deadline, consider that you might be better
off paying full price for the phone.

That’s because phone companies also
reduce the monthly bill for voice, text and
data services when you buy your own phone
or bring a used one. Some may pay a bit
more, some a bit less, but the overall bill is
roughly the same. What you get in return is
more flexibility in which phone you buy and
how long you stay with the carrier.

AT&T’s decision comes as no surprise. In
the third quarter, only 1 in 5 customers chose
a contract plan when they signed up with
AT&T or upgraded their phones. T-Mobile
broke away from contracts completely nearly
three years ago, and Verizon stopped offering
contracts to new customers in August. Sprint
also has been weighing dropping contracts
completely.

Sprint CEO Marcelo Claure told The
Associated Press in September that discount-
ed, contract phones - including his company’s
- amount to “a gimmick, a trick. You tell peo-
ple I’m going to give you a free phone, but
really the customer pays in a more expensive
service plan.”

Indeed, phone discounts mask the true
costs of phones and phone services. Here’s an
explanation of the changes:

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS NOW?
Most people now buy and pay for phones

in monthly installments, though you can also
pay the full price upfront. You can also bring a
used device, such as one from a friend or fam-
ily member who has upgraded to a newer
model. Sprint and T-Mobile also have leasing
options - you pay less each month, but you
don’t get to keep or resell the device in the
end.

WILL I PAY MORE?
Not necessarily so, even though you now

have to pay the full price for a phone. When
you got a discounted phone under contract,
you were already paying the balance in the
form of fees. For instance, the full cost of an
iPhone 6s is $650. Although you pay just $200
at the contract rate, the phone company
passes along the remaining $450 in higher
monthly fees for voice, text and data. Over
two years, the $450 comes to $18.75 a month.
Put another way, your phone company is
subsidizing your phone by $18.75 a month
and tacking that on to the phone bill for
voice, text and data.

If you forgo the contract, your monthly bill
for voice, text and data is typically reduced by
$15 or $25 a month. The $25 discount applies
for higher data plans - usually ones you share

with family members. In such cases, you’re
actually better off buying the phone yourself,
as you’re getting a $25 bill reduction but giv-
ing up only $18.75 in subsidies.

If your discount is only $15, and you’re giv-
ing up $18.75 in subsidies, then technically
your bill is going up slightly. What you get
instead is flexibility.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY FLEXIBILITY?
Because phone companies were subsidiz-

ing phones, there was an incentive to get the
most expensive model, even if you didn’t
need that. These days, there are many mid-
range Android phones that do what high-
end phones did just a few years ago. If you
choose one of those models, you keep the
savings. That’s also the case if you get a friend
or relative’s old phone. You no longer feel that
you’re losing out by not claiming the most
expensive phone in a contract renewal.

And if your phone lasts longer than two
years, there’s no longer the pressure to
upgrade just to claim the phone subsidies.
You simply pocket the savings. More impor-
tant, you’re no longer tied to two-year con-
tracts.

DOES THIS MEAN I CAN SWITCH 
WHENEVER I LIKE?

Yes and no.
If you buy a phone under an installment

plan, you’re still stuck with the phone compa-
ny until you pay off the phone. That said, rival
companies often have promotions to pay off
the balance for you. And if you pay the full
cost of the phone upfront, you own the
phone and can switch whenever you like. Just
be aware that certain phones work on limited
number of networks, so it’s still not total free-
dom.

WHAT IF RATES INCREASE ONCE I PAY
FULL PRICE FOR A PHONE?

Phone rates can go up at any time, but
that historically hasn’t happened because of
stiff competition. In fact, phone companies
have been offering more data for the same
prices, an effective price cut.

And if your phone company does increase
the rates, just go to another. Again, rivals typi-
cally offer promotions to switch. You can
always take your phone number with you as
long as you sign up with the new company
before cancelling.

CAN I STILL GET A SUBSIDIZED PHONE?
Sprint still offers contract plans, though

they aren’t emphasized and they may disap-
pear any day. Verizon offers contracts only to
existing customers who renew. At AT&T, con-
tracts will be offered only under certain busi-
ness plans. — AP
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LAS VEGAS: Attendees get their first hands-on look  at the new LG G Flex2 smart
phone, at the LG press conference at 2015 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas,
Nevada. From drones, cars and robots to jewelry, televisions and appliances, the
new technology on display innovations at the 2016 Consumer Electronics Show will
be smarter and friendlier. — AFP

UTAH: Nerve circuits have been uncovered that
mark out compulsive players from the rest - and
they are both good and bad.

Scientists carried out MRI (magnetic reso-
nance imaging) scans on almost 200 ten to 19
year olds and found some of the abnormalities
improve their ability to absorb new information.

But other changes are associated with dis-
tractibility and poor impulse control, according
to the findings published in Addiction Biology.

Professor Jeffrey Anderson, of the University
of Utah, said: “Most of the differences we see
could be considered beneficial. However the
good changes could be inseparable from prob-
lems that come with them.”

The growing problem of ‘internet gaming
disorder’ is a phenomenon many experts regard
as a serious mental illness with sufferers so
obsessed they often even give up eating and
sleeping to play.

The study found teenage boys with it have
vision or hearing brain cells that are more likely
to have enhanced coordination to the ‘salience

network’ of neurons that focus attention on
important events, priming a person to take
action.

In a video game, this may help a gamer react
more quickly to the rush of an oncoming fighter.
And in life, to a ball darting in front of a car, or an
unfamiliar voice in a crowded room.

Prof Anderson said: “Hyperconnectivity
between these brain networks could lead to a
more robust ability to direct attention toward
targets, and to recognise novel information in
the environment. The changes could essentially
help someone to think more efficiently.”

Follow up studies will be needed to directly
determine whether the boys with these brain
differences do better on performance tests.

A more troublesome finding is a coordina-
tion between two brain regions, the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex and temporoparietal junction,
that is more strong than in individuals who are
not compulsive video game players.

Prof Anderson said: “Having these networks
be too connected may increase distractibility.”

Gamers are just wired 

differently, says study

A boy is hooked on video game


